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odney Dangerfield was an American comedian and actor
best known for his catchphrase, “I don’t get no respect”. It
can seem the same with Type II bipolar disorder. In show biz,
things that are flashy are popular, but when it comes to the cast
of bipolar disorder, Type II is a stick in the mud — the shy, quiet
member of the cast. Some even think it a less serious form of
bipolar disorder! Don’t be fooled. The real problem is that Type
II don’t get no respect.
Talk about bipolar disorder and the average person is thinking about mania. Mania gets all the media play—it’s what the
average person on the street thinks of when bipolar disorder
is mentioned. Celebrities with Type I get all the attention and
become spokespeople for bipolar disorder. The drama of Type I
overwhelms its seductive, depressive fellow actor, Type II.
But those of us who experience Type II, know how its tendrils
can snake into the very cockles of our hearts. So what is the power of bipolar disorder, Type II? How is it different from Type I?
Why is it a challenging diagnosis?
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marked impairment in functioning, the person with Type II may not even recognize it as
part of an illness monopolized by depression.
So the power of Type II is depression. It differs from Type I in being characterized by hypomania that isn’t as flashy as the mania of
Type I. It can be a missed diagnosis because hypomania doesn’t cause the dysfunction of mania. Here are some important consequences of
these three facts.
• Since Type II is fueled by depression, it is
a serious illness and can cause an extreme
amount of partial and total disability. Don’t
be fooled into thinking it is a less severe
form of bipolar disorder! Hope for regaining
wellness is always present, but recognizing
potential pitfalls of this serious illness is a
vital part of gaining wellness skills.
• Type II can cause frequent and persistent
suicidal thinking, even at an early age. People with Type II have more suicide attempts
but it’s the high energy of Type I that results
in more completions of suicide. With Type
II there can be persistent suicidal thoughts
causing intense and distracting psychological pain. These thoughts can seem rational
and sometimes persist in the absence of
suicidal attempts. The person experiencing
suicidal thoughts may not realize that they
are not a normal part of life.
• In Type II, once a person is diagnosed, it is
difficult to gain insight as to why bipolar disorder was diagnosed since the flashy mania
of Type I is not a part of the illness.

How It Feels
Irritability —it sneaks upon one with soft,
quiet feet and when it arrives it springs
like a tiger after its victim. The victim is I
and the herd of my family is disturbed by
her lashing out and by the flailing of my
limbs as the irritable cat takes me captive.
But it does not kill its prey, merely inflicting it with a bleeding wound.
It goes to lie in wait to stalk another day.
Meanwhile I watch and wait and plan ways
to escape its next approach. I have felt its
claws and escape is difficult.
Hypomania — Its happy face covers a
feeling of lack of control that is subtle in
its control over me. It is not a soaring spirit
but rather a pest of ultimate proportions. I
work quickly, I think quickly, I run energetically and find it difficult to stop myself. But
the stopping is effective. I either stop it or
it slides to the depths of despair, awakening my depression when I least want or
expect it.
Depression — Always the grabber, it
seizes my energy, my strength, my will.
But it does not grab my sleep. Instead it
blankets me with the sleep from which I
cannot arise. The mornings are somewhat
alive but they fade into the slumber that
lasts throughout the night to awaken
tired, slow, unable to make myself move
except by rote throughout the day, taking
my life’s sap away and causing me to want
to axe the tree.

• Most research on the family of bipolar disorders, until recent years, focused on bipolar
disorder, Type I. Since Type I holds the limelight, there is less information about Type II.

Normal mood — Normal is as normal
does. It takes me to the world of others,
keeping me in joy and contentment. How
quickly I might leave this land but how
good it has been to be here.

continued on page 
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• The depression of Type II stews and simmers
beneath the surface. It frequently becomes
so much a way of life that the person who
experiences it long term fails to get treatment until it’s boiling over.

Ten Tips For Dealing
With Bipolar Disorder,
Type II

• Type II is frequently misdiagnosed and
treated with anti-depressants alone (without a mood stabilizer). This can worsen
symptoms.

1. Realize that Type II is no less serious
than Type I.

• Hypomania is frequently not recognized as
part of the illness. When it occurs, it may be
seen as a sign of improvement rather than
as a part of the overall illness.

3. Learn what normal mood is so you
don’t confused between hypomania
and normal mood.

Like Rodney Dangerfield, Type II “don’t get
no respect”. But if you have Type II, take hope.
Type II is a rising star. More and more attention is being paid to it these days. While it may
never take over the limelight of Type I, it is being recognized for its role in the family of bipolar disorder. Appropriate treatment and use of
wellness skills can usher in a life without the
constant drama of overwhelming depression.
The good news is that wellness skills can
work effectively for bipolar disorder, Type II.
Clinicians are recognizing that Type II requires
a different approach from that used for Type
I. The medical community is getting better at
looking for the red flags that distinguish it
from unipolar or major depression. Researchers are recognizing the distinctive role Type II
plays among mood disorders. In reality, Type II
is beginning to get more respect.
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2. Ask questions to get clear about why
you were given the diagnosis of Type II.

4. Begin or continue to understand
your moods by keeping a mood
chart or graph.
5. Recognize hypomania as being
part of the illness and pay attention
to its treatment as well as that of
depression.
6. Explore evidenced based psychotherapies such as Interpersonal
Social Rhythm Therapy that are
highly effective with Type II.
7. Learn wellness skills to deal with
both hypomania and depression.
8. Stave off suicidal thoughts by
carrying a note or card on which
you have written, “I need help. I am
feeling suicidal. Please stay with
me and help me call…(your doctor,
family member, friend)”. Include the
phone number.
9. Stay in treatment even when you
feel well.
10. Develop a network of family and
friends who can help you maintain a
healthy lifestyle.

Additional articles by Dr. Mountain may
be found for download from her website,
http://www.beyondbipolar.com/.
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